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Abstract— Efficient approach are based on probabilistic models, such as the Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), which currently represent 
one of the most popular techniques for multiple sequence alignment. In order to use an HMM method for MSA, one has to perform the 
parameter learning that is, to find the best set of state transition and output probabilities for an HMM with a given set of output sequences. 
In previous system, inspired by the free electron model in metal conductors placed in an external electric field here propose a novel variant 
of the PSO algorithm, called the random drift particle swarm optimization with diversity-guided search (RDPSO-DGS), and apply it to HMM 
training for MSA. In proposed system the two novel algorithms such that random drift firefly with diversity-guided search (RDFF- DGS) and 
random drift bat optimization with diversity-guided search (RDBO- DGS). It has fine adjustment of the parameters in this algorithm. In 
proposed algorithms are well effective than the existing system in terms of efficiency rate and computation cost of the system. That the 
HMMs learned by the RDFF and RDBO are able to generate better alignments. The experimental results show the RDBO-DGS gives the 
high accuracy 95% comparing to other algorithms for the herpes virus DNA data set it implement in MATLAB R2012a.. 100 data items are 
used for this research work, further can also use any Virus DNA for this alignment. It gives corresponding accuracy based on the data set. 
The remaining paper is organized as follows; Section 1. Describes introduction about the multiple sequence alignment. Section 2. Covers 
HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS FOR MSA. Section 3. Converse the related works behind in multiple sequence prediction. Section 4. Focus 
on experimental results comparison. Finally, Section 5. Discuss about the conclusion and feature work. 

Index Terms— HMM; MSA; parameter learning; RDPSO; RDPSO-DGS, Random Drift firefly; Random Drift bat optimization.  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
ULTIPLE sequence alignment (MSA) of nucleotides, or 
amino acids, is one of the most important and challeng-
ing problems in bioinformatics. It is an extension of a 

pairwise alignment to incorporate more than two sequences at 
a time. Multiple alignment methods try to align all of the se-
quences in a given query set, and the resulting aligned se-
quences are often used to construct phylogenetic trees, to find 
protein families, to predict secondary and tertiary structures of 
new sequences, and to demonstrate the homology between 
new sequences and existing families [1]. MSAs require more 
sophisticated methodologies than pairwise alignments since 
they are more computationally complex, and most formula-
tions of the problem lead to NP-complete combinatorial opti-
mization problems [2]. 

The dynamic programming method is theoretically appli-
cable to any number of sequences. However, since it is compu-
tationally expensive in both time and memory, it is rarely used 
for more than three or four sequences in its most basic form 
[1]. One way to tackle this problem is to use a heuristic search, 
known as the “progressive alignment” technique, that builds 
up a final alignment by combining pairwise alignments, be-
ginning with the most similar pair and progressing to the most 
distantly related ones [3], [4]. The most popular MSA program 
using progressive alignments is ClustalW, which is suitable 
for alignments of sequence sets with medium lengths [3]. T-
Coffee is another common progressive alignment program, 
which is slower than ClustalW, but generally produces more 
accurate alignments for distantly related sequence sets [5]. 
ProbCons is a program for progressive alignment of protein 
sequences, i.e., a progressive protein MSA tool [6]. It incorpo-
rates the so-called probabilistic consistency technique, a novel 

scoring function for comparing multiple sequences. 
 
Another set of approaches for MSA, known as the iterative 

methods, work similarly to progressive methods, but repeat-
edly align the initial sequences as well as adding new se-
quences to the growing MSA set. They produce multiple se-
quence alignments while reducing the errors inherent in pro-
gressive methods. MUSCLE is a popular iterative method and 
it improves on the progressive methods by using a more accu-
rate distance measure to assess the relatedness of two se-
quences [7]. MAFFT is another popular MSA program, which 
incorporates different strategies including progressive meth-
ods (PartTree, FFT-NS-1, and LINS- 1), iterative methods (FFT-
NS-i, L-INS-I, and G-INS-i) and structural alignment methods 
(Q-INS-I and X-INS-i) [8]. 

 
An alternative to progressive and iterative alignment 

methods is to employ stochastic optimization methods, such 
as the simulated annealing (SA) [9], [10] or evolutionary algo-
rithms (EAs) [11], [12]. These approaches optimize an objective 
function, which measures the quality of multiple sequence 
alignment by updating the candidate alignments until an op-
timal alignment is found Other efficient approaches are based 
on probabilistic models, such as the Hidden Markov Models 
(HMMs), which currently represent one of the most popular 
techniques for multiple sequence alignment [13], [14], [15], 
[16]. There are several alignment programs in which variants 
of HMM based methods have been implemented. These pro-
grams are noted for their scalability and efficiency, although 
using an HMM method is more complex than using more 
common progressive methods. The most well-known HMM-
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based software packages for MSA are sequence alignment and 
modeling system (SAM) [17] and HMMER [18]. In order to use 
an HMM method for MSA, one has to perform the parameter 
learning, or the training task first; that  is, to find the best set of 
state transition and output probabilities for an HMM with a 
given set of output sequences. The resulting HMM is then 
employed to create a sequence of gap insertions and deletion 
instructions to align the sequences. Generally, an HMM topol-
ogy used for the MSA problem requires roughly as many 
states as the average length of the sequences in the problem. 
As such, one issue of the parameter learning in HMMs is that 
there is no known deterministic algorithm that can guarantee 
to yield an optimally learned HMM within reasonable compu-
tational time. 

 
The most common way to deal with this problem is to em-

ploy an approximation algorithm based on statistics and re-
estimation. The Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm, known as the 
forward-backward algorithm, is the most widely used exam-
ple of such algorithms [16]. The gradient methods [13] were 
also used to estimate the parameters of an HMM, but these 
methods are local search techniques that usually result in sub-
optimally trained HMMs. Another possibility is to estimate 
the parameters of an HMM by random optimization algo-
rithms, such as the SA [19] and EAs [20]. For example, the 
well-known alignment software HMMER employs SA for 
HMM training. However, there always are complains that the 
SA and EAs encounter some problems, such as lack of local 
search ability, premature convergence and slow convergence 
speed. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, a rela-
tively recent population-based random search technique, has 
demonstrated its better performance than EAs and SA in 
HMM training for MSA. 

 
This study focuses on HMM-based methods for MSA due 

to their scalability and efficiency. However, the number of 
states and parameters of an HMM increases with the average 
length of the sequences to be aligned, so that the dimensionali-
ty and complexity of the training problem of the HMM also 
increase with the average length. Although the HMM can easi-
ly be scaled to align large sequences efficiently, its training 
task is essentially a high-dimensional and multimodal optimi-
zation problem challenging to solve. Thus, our goal in this 
study is to develop an efficient global optimization method to 
train the HMM for MSA. 

 
Applications of data mining to bioinformatics include gene 

finding, protein function domain detection, function motif 
detection, protein function inference, disease diagnosis, dis-
ease prognosis, disease treatment optimization, protein and 
gene interaction network reconstruction, data cleansing, and 
protein sub-cellular location prediction. For example, microar-
ray technologies are used to predict a patient’s outcome. On 
the basis of patients’ genotypic microarray data, their survival 
time and risk of tumor metastasis or recurrence can be esti-
mated. Machine learning can be used for peptide identification 
through mass spectroscopy. Correlation among fragment ions 
in a tandem mass spectrum is crucial in reducing stochastic 
mismatches for peptide identification by database searching. 

An efficient scoring algorithm that considers the correlative 
information in a tunable and comprehensive manner is highly 
desirable. 

2 HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS FOR MSA 
2.1 Topology of HMMs for MSA 
For multiple sequence alignment, a Hidden Markov model 
denoted by  consists of a set of q states (S1, S2, …, Sq) that 
are divided into three groups: match (M), insert (I) and delete 
(D) [15]. In addition, there are two special states, namely, the 
begin state and the end state.  

States are connected to each other by transition probabili-
ties  where  and  

 The delete states, the begin state and 
the end state do not emit observable symbols, so they are 
called silent states. 

 
Starting from the begin state and until the end state, the 

HMM generates sequences, namely, strings of observable 
symbols, by making nondeterministic walks that randomly go 
from one state to another according to the transition probabili-
ties. Each walk yields a path of visited states  
and a sequence consisting of emitted observable symbols on 
the path. When the HMM is applied to MSA, the sequence of 
observable symbols is given in the form of an unaligned se-
quence. The goal of multiple sequence alignment is thus to 
find a path  which generates the best alignment. It is possible 
to use the forward and Viterbi algorithms to deter-
mine, , the probability of a given sequence o generated 
by the HMM , and derive the path  with maximal probabil-
ity of generating the sequence o. 

2.2 Learning HMMs for MSA 
For a given sequence o and a hidden Markov Model , the 
goal of the learning task is to estimate the parameters, i.e., the 

transition and emission probabilities, of the HMM  such that 

 is maximized. The learning task is usually performed 
by either the Baum-Welch technique that is based on statistical 
re-estimation formulas or by random search methods such as 
the simulated annealing (SA) [19] or evolutionary algorithms 
(EAs) [20]. Before parameter estimation, the length of the 
HMM should be determined. A commonly used estimate is 
the average length of the sequences to be aligned. After pa-
rameter estimation, a better length of the HMM can be chosen 
by using a heuristic method known as the model surgery [15].  

The quality of the HMM needs to be evaluated in the pro-
cess of parameter estimation. Generally, a log-odds (LO) score 
is used for this purpose, which is based on a log-likelihood 
score. 

  
Where O = (  . . . , ) is the set of unaligned sequenc-

es,  is the learned HMM, and  is a null-hypothesis mod-
el. Here, a random model is chosen as the null-hypothesis 
model. The random model or the null-hypothesis model is the 
same for all the tested training algorithms for a given sequence 
set.  
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3 RELATED WORKS 
Jullie D. Thompson, Desmond G. Higgins  and Toby J. Gib-

son[4] progressive the multiole sequence alignment method. 
First, individual weights are assigned to each sequence . se-
cond, amino acid substitution matrices are veried. Third, resi-
due-specific gap penalties and locally reduced gap in hydro-
philic regions. Fourth, positions in early alignments where 
gaps have been opened received locally reduced gap penalties 
to encourage. where all of the sequences in a data set are very 
similar (e.g. no pair less than 35% identical), CLUSTAL W will 
find an alignment which is difficult to improve by eye. The 
algorithm greedily, iterative, progressive alignment algorithm, 
dynamic programming algorithm. Accuracy, first, the residue 
weight matrices, it improved by the accuracy of sequence 
alignment.    

Da-Fei Feng and Russell F. Doolittle[3] describes the pair 
wise alignment algorithm iteratively to achieve the multiple 
alignment of a set of protein sequences and to construct an 
evolutionary tree depicting their relationship. The method has 
been applied to three sets of protein sequence: 7 superoxide 
dismutases, 11 globins, and 9 tyrosine kinase-like sequence. 
Multiple alignments and phylogenetic trees for these sets of 
sequences were determined and compared with trees derived 
by conventional pairwise treatments. The algorithm of 
Needleman and Wunsch(1970) was used in a three-matrix 
form(Fredman 1984). 

 
Cedric Notredame, Desmond G. Higgins and Jaap Herin-

ga[5] describes a new method (T-Coffee) for multiple sequence 
alignment that provide a dramatic improvement in accuracy. 
With T-Coffee we pre-process a data set of all pair-wise 
alignments between the sequences, high scoring segments that 
show consistency within the data set. Two main features. First, 
it provides a simple and flexible means of generating multiple 
alignments. The second main feature of T-Coffee is the optimi-
zation method. Used T-Coffee Algorithm also with genetic 
Algorithm and branch and bound algorithm. T-Coffee is 9.7% 
more accurate than the next-best method, Prrp. 

 
Chuong B. Do, Mahathi S.P. Mahabhashyam, Michael 

Brudno, and Serafim Batzoglou[6] evaluate across a wide 
range of organisms, biologists need accurate tools for multiple 
sequence alignment of protein families. Its performance on 
several standard alignment benchmark data sets. On the BAli-
BASE, SABmark, and PREFAB benchmark alignment data-
bases. The features of ProbCons that give it a strong increase 
in performance, we compared several ProbCons variants the 
“Twilight Zone” set from the SABmark alignment database. 
Viterbi algorithm, ProbCons algorithm. Viterbi algorithm 
gives maximum expected accuracy. 

 
Robert C. Edgar[7] describe MUSCLE, a new computer 

program for creating multiple alignments of protein sequenc-
es. The MUSCLE program, source code and PREFAB test data 
are freely available at http://www.drive5.com/muscle. 
MUSCLE algorithm using here, the speed and accuracy of 
MUSCLE are compared with T-Coffee, MAFFT and CLUS-
TALW on four test sets of reference Alignments. MUSCLE 

achieves the highest, or joint highest, rank in accuracy on each 
of these sets. 

 
Cedric Notredame and Desmond G. Higgins[12] describe a 

new approach to multiple sequence alignment using genetic 
algorithms and an associated software package called SAGA. 
Test cases chosen from Pascarella structural alignment data 
base  and chymotrypsin sequences. Used SAGA algorithm. 
We compared these results with those given by CLUSTAL W 
on the same test cases. SAGA performs more accurately than 
CLUSTAL W on data sets of realistic size. 

4 EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 
This research is mainly focus on predicting possibilities of 
Multiple Sequence Alignment using firefly and Bat optimiza-
tion Algorithms. 
4.1 Learning HMMs for MSA with RDPSO or RDPSO-
DGS  
For a given sequence set, when the RDPSO or RDPSO-DGS is 
used to perform HMM learning for multiple sequence align-
ment, the length of the HMM is kept constant during the 
learning process and only the parameters of the HMM are op-
timized. As indicated in Section 2, the length of the HMM is 
set to the average length of the sequences in the given se-
quence set. After the learning process, a better length of the 
HMM can be chosen by the model surgery. That means the 
length of HMM varies with the different sequence sets, but it 
would be fixed for a given sequence set. The parameters to be 
estimated include the transition and emission probabilities. 
Thus, a candidate solution represented by the position of a 
particle is a real-valued vector containing l transitions and m 
emission probabilities, which means that the dimension of the 
search space for the HMM training is D = l + m. 

In the RDPSO with diversity-guided search, the diversity 
measure at the kth iteration, denoted as  , is given by the 
average euclidean distance from the particle’s current position 
to the centroid of the swarm, as in[35]. That is,  

 
Where  is given by =  A denotes the 
length of the longest diagonal in the search space, and 
D is the dimensionality of the problem. A lower bound 

 is set for  to prevent the diversity from constant-
ly decreasing on the course of the search. If the diver-
sity measure  drops below , it will be controlled 
in such a way to increase it until it is larger than . A 
mutation operation exerted on the global best particle 

 play such a role of diversity increasing. 
 

4.2 Learning HMMs for MSA with RDFF-DGS 
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The sky filled with the light of fireflies is a marvelous sight in 
the summer in the moderately temperature regions. There are 
near to two thousand firefly species, and most of them pro-
duce short and rhythmic flashes. The pattern observed for 
these flashes is unique for most of the times for a specific spe-
cies. The rhythm of the flashes, rate of flashing and the 
amount of time for which the flashes are observed are together 
forming a kind of a pattern that attracts both the males and 
females to each other. Females of a species respond to indi-
vidual pattern of the male of the same species.  

We know that the intensity of light at a certain distance r 
from the light source conforms to the inverse square law. That 
is the intensity of the light I goes on decreasing as the distance 
r will increase in terms of I α 1/r2. Additionally, the air keeps 
absorbing the light which becomes weaker with the increase in 
the distance. These two factors when combined make most 
fireflies visible at a limited distance, normally to a few hun-
dred meters at night, which is quite enough for fireflies to 
communicate with each other.  

 
Now we can idealize some of the flashing characteristics of 

fireflies so as to develop firefly-inspired algorithms. Flashing 
characteristics of fireflies is used to develop firefly-inspired 
algorithm. Firefly Algorithm (FA or FFA) developed by Xin-
She Yang at Cambridge University in 2007, use the following 
three idealized rules:  

1.   All the fireflies are unisex so it means that one firefly is 
attracted to other fireflies irrespective of their sex.  

2.   Attractiveness and brightness are proportional to each 
other, so for any two flashing fireflies, the one has lower 
bright will move towards the one which is brighter. Attrac-
tiveness and brightness both decrease as their distance in-
creases. If there is no one brighter than other firefly, it will 
move randomly.  

3.  The brightness of a firefly is determined by the view of 
the objective function. In other words, the luminous intensity 
of fireflies depends on the environment of the objective func-
tion. For example, in maximization problem, luminosity can 
simple directly with the objective function value composition 
proportion. For other situation, luminosity can be defined into 
similar genetic algorithm of adaptive value function.  

 
For a maximization problem, the brightness is simply pro-

portional to the value of the objective function. Other forms of 
the brightness could be defined in an identical way to the fit-
ness function in genetic algorithms. 

 
4.3 Learning HMMs for MSA with RDBO-DGS 

The bat algorithm is a new swarm intelligence optimization 
method, in which the search algorithm is inspired by social 
behavior of bats and the phenomenon of echolocation to sense 
distance. The algorithm exploits the so called echolocation of 
bats. This behavior can be used to formulate the new bat algo-
rithm. Yang used three generalized rules for bat algorithms: 
    1.  All bats use echolocation to sense distance, and they also 
guess the difference between food/prey and background bar-
riers in some magical way. 

    2.  Bats fly randomly with velocity vi at position xi with a 
fixed frequency fmin, varying wavelength  and loudness A0 
to search for prey. They can automatically adjust the wave-
length (or frequency) of their emitted pulses and adjust the 
rate of pulse emission r  [0, 1], depending on the proximity of 
their target. 
      3.  Although the loudness can vary in many ways, we as-
sume that the loudness varies from a large (positive) A0 to a 
minimum constant value Amin. 
Bat algorithm bat behavior is captured into fitness function of 
problem to be solved. It consists of the following components: 

• initialization  
• generation of new solutions  
• local search 
• generation of a new solution by flying randomly 
• Find the current best solution. 
 

4.4 Data Collection 

Multiple  Sequence Alignment can be processed using the Pro-
tein/DNA datasets. In this works used Virus DNA data sets. 
From this link http://dna.cs.byu.edu/msa/. In this website 
having four different virus DNA, here used 100 data from 
herpes 

TABLE 1 
COMPARATIVE TABLE 

 

 

 

 

 Fig..1 Comparison Accuracy chat 

5 CONCLUSION 
This paper focused on the HMM-based method for multiple 
sequence alignment. A novel firefly and Bat algorithm variant, 
the RDFF/RDBO algorithm along its improved version, 
named as the RDFF- DGS & RDBO- DGS, was proposed as a 
new optimization method and applied to train HMMs for 
MSA. The proposed RDFF-DGS & RDBO-DGS were used for 
the training of HMMs for MSA problems on herpes virus 
DNA data set. With the intension of improving the perfor-
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mance of the system as well as reduce the computation cost, 
proposing the two novel algorithms such that random drift 
firefly with diversity-guided search (RDFF- DGS) and random 
drift bat optimization with diversity-guided search (RDBO- 
DGS). It has fine adjustment of the parameters in this algo-
rithm. Computation overhead of the multiple sequence align-
ment system is well reduced in this system. The experimental 
results show the RDBO-DGS gives the high accuracy 95% 
comparing to other algorithms for the herpes virus DNA data 
set. 100 data items are used for this research work. It gives 
corresponding accuracy based on the data set. Further it can 
also use any other type of Virus DNA data set/protein data 
set for the multiple sequence alignment. Also use two or three 
type of virus DNA to implement new type of implementation 
work.  
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